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Friday interview with The Associated Press that he’s not sure his planned launch of a presidential exploratory committee is in Donald Trump’s best interest. Speaking with reporters after
attending an event at the Yale Club here, Bloomberg downplayed the idea that he’s using Trump as a foil to get donors’ attention and bring on board more pro-Bloomberg big-money
donors. “It’s not a slam dunk thing,” Bloomberg said of a potential Bloomberg-Trump alliance. “If it happens, it’s going to happen because our arguments are better. I know what I’m

about.” Bloomberg said he wanted to run for president because “there are better arguments and better policies, and I think I have the best policy.” He likened himself to Trump on that
front. “Everybody has to have the courage to speak up,” Bloomberg said. “There are better arguments on trade and on taxes and on everything.” Bloomberg’s comment about better

arguments came just hours after he declared in a webcast that he�
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